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ON SOME SUBSETS OF L,(fi, E) 
FERNANDO BoMBAL, Madr id 
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INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
One of the most usual methods used in the literature to introduce new properties 
in a Banach space £, consists in establishing some non trivial relationships between 
different classes ofsubsets oîE. When E — Li(fi), several important classes ofsubsets 
coincide with the bounded and uniformly integrable sets. However, the situation is 
completely different for the vectorial analogous L^pt, E), where E is a Banach space. 
In general, their structure is quite more involved than that of the scalar function 
spaces. In this paper, we shall try to determine classes of Banach spaces E for which 
the natural extension of the characterizations of several classes of distinguished 
subsets ofLi(^), are valid in Lt(fi, E). 
For simplicity, we deal with real Banach spaces. We shall try to follow the standard 
terminology in Banach space theory, as in [10] and [11]. In any case, we shall fix 
some terminology: lfE is a Banach space, B(E) will be its closed unit ball and £* its 
topological dual. The word operator will always mean linear bounded operator, 
and <&(E, F) will stand for the Banach space of all operators from E into F. A series 
£ xn in E is said to be weakly unconditionally Cauchy (w.u.c. in short) i f £ |x*(xn)| < 
< co for every x* є £* (equivalently, if { £ xn: a c N finite} is a bounded subset). 
a 
If A is a subset of the normed space £, [Л] will be the closed linear span of A. 
Throughout the paper, ( i2 ,1, ^) will be a finite measure space and for every p, 
1 ^ p S °э, Lp(jx, E) will denote the usual Banach space of all (equivalence classes 
of) strongly £-valued measurable functions / on £, such that 
ll/lp = ( i№) l l P d ^H) 1 / p <^ ( i f i^P<oo) 
or 
| | / | |^ = ess sup {||/(io)|| : ш є Q} < oo . 
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I. PRELIMINARIES 
As we mentioned at the introduction, one of the main methods to introduce new 
Banach space properties, followsthe next general scheme: let Ж and ^ be classes 
of subsets of Banach spaces (so that, Ж(Е) and &(E) are clases of subsets of Eb 
for every Banach space E). Then, we can say that E has property (Ж, У) if Ж(Ё) ^ 
ç &(E). If we denote by 08, if, іУЯ> and Ж the classes of bounded, weakly relatively 
compact, weakly conditionally compact (i.e., i e f ^ ( £ ) if every sequence in A 
has a weakly Cauchy subsequence) and norm relatively compact subsets, we get in 
this way that finite dimensionality is just property (J*, Ж), and reflexivity is property 
(J1, іґ), whereas Rosenthal's ^-theorem (see [10], Ch. XI) establishes that a Banach 
space has property (J*, if4>) if and only if it contains no copy of lx. 
We shall be concerned with two other classes of subsets, whose definition follows: 
DefinitionI.l. A subset A of a Banach space E is cal leda Dunford-Pettis set 
(resp. a (V*) set) if for every weakly null sequence (x*) (resp., for every w.u.c., 
series Yj **> s e e t n e introduction) in £*, the following holds: 
lim sup {|x*{x)| : x є A} = 0 . 
n^oo 
(V*) sets were introduced by Pelczynski in [16], whereas Dunford-Pettis set were 
defined by Andrews in [1]. Let us denote by £ ^ ( £ ) and ^*(E) the families of 
Dunford-Pettis and (F*)-sets in E. Next lemma is an easy and useful characterization 
oftheseclassesintermsofoperators: 
Lemma 1.2. Let A be a subset of a Banach space E. 
a) ([15]) A є f^*(£) ifand only if T{A) is relatively compact,for every operator T 
from E into l±. 
b) ([ l]) A e Q)&(E) if and only if T(A) is relatively compact, for every weakly 
compact operator Tfrom E into c0. 
The relationships: 
АЧ л
 Ж с цг с ЦГ<€ с <r* с & 
*) and 
ж <= ®& <= цг^ 
follow from the definitions oflemma L2, except the non trivial inclusion 3)0* Ç "W*6. 
It can be proved by the arguments used in [7] to prove that the so called limited sets 
areconditionallyweakly compact. It suffices to apply lemma I.2(b) andtonote that 
the natural inclusion of lx into c0 is weakly compact. 
Now, we shall collect some general properties ofthe classes ofsubsets that we have 
introduced. Most proofs follow easily from the definitions and the general theory 
(see [4]): 
Lemma 1.3. Let Ж be any of ihe classes X, if, iV<$, ®0> or V*. 
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a) Ж is preserved by continuous linear images, linear combinations, closed 
absolutely convex hulls,finite products and passing to subsets. 
b) A belongs to Ж if and only if every countable subset of A belongs to Ж. 
c) IfA is a subset of the Banach space E andfor each в > 0 there is an AB e Ж(Ё) 
such that A Ç Ae + в B(E), then A є Ж(Ё). 
Definition 1.4. A Banach space E is said to have 
- the Dunford-Pettis Property if iT{E) Я $)&{E) (i.e., property (iť, @0>) with 
the notations at the beginning of the section.) 
- the (F*) Property if rT*(E) с цг(Е) (i.e., property (rT*, іҐ)) 
The (V*) property was introduced by Pelczynski in [16]. As the Dunford-Pettis 
property, it was introduced by Grothendieck in [13] with a different, but equivalent, 
formulation. We have stated the formulation of Andrew [ l ] , which follows the 
general scheme aforementioned. This general procedure allows to get some general 
common facts about the different properties obtained. See [4] for more details. 
Both properties have been intensively studied. 
II. SOME SPECIAL SUBSETS OF L^ju, E) 
The space Li(fi) has the Dunford-Pettis Property ([13]) and the (7*) Property 
([16]). Hence, in this case, the classes f*, iV<$, Q)& and iV coincide. By the well 
known Dunford-Pettis criteria (see, f.i., [10], Ch. VII), they are precisely the bounded 
and uniformly integrable subsets. This is no longer true in the vectorial case L^fi, Ë) 
and, in fact, there are no complete characterization of any of the aforementioned 
classes. This has been one of the main difficulties to solve the long standing open 
questions of when L^fi, E) inherits "good" properties from L^p) and E. As far as 
we know, the only complete satisfactory answer was given by Talagrand in [20], 
proving that Li(fJL, É) is weakly sequentially complete ifand only ifso is E. Previously, 
Talagrand had also proved in [19] the existence of a Banach space with the Dunford-
Pettis property E (even a Schur space) such that L^fx, E) does not have the Dunford-
Pettis Property, where /л is the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]. Some partial positive 
answers about when L^ju, £) inherits the (F*) property from E, can be found in [3] 
and [18]. 
Next result shows some necessary conditions for a set in Li(jU, E) to belong to any 
ofthe classes we are interested in. 
Proposition II.1. Let Ж be any of the classes X , ІГ, iT<&, ®0> or ^ * and E 
a Banach space. IfKe ^f(Li(^, £)), then 
a) K is bounded. 
b) K is uniformly integrable, i.e., 
H m S u p { ^ | | / | | d ^ : / 6 ^ } = 0 . 
ß(A)~+0 
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c) For every A e I, 
K(A) = {SAfdpfeK}eJť(É). 
Proof, (a) is obvious. Proposition 3.1 of [3] proves that every (F*)set in L^ß, É) 
is uniformly integrable; hence, (b) follows. Finally, (c) results form the fact that, 
for every A є I, the map 
Li(fi,E)efh^^fafieE 
is linear continuous. • 
From now on, Ж will always have the same meaning as in the above Proposition. 
Conditions (a) to (c) are then the natural extension to the vectorial setting of thè 
characterization of sets in
 C#'(L1(^)). But they are by no means sufficient to guaraiitee 
that a subset K belongs to J f ( L ^ , £), as the following example shows: 
Example II.2. Let p be the Lebesgue measure on Q = [0, 1], E = Zl5 (en) the usual 
unit basis in E and (r„) the sequence of Rademacher functions. Let us consider the 
set 
K = {rnen:neN} g L ^ , E ) . 
Clearly, ||r,,e,,||i = 1 and j ^ \\rnen\\ &V = K ^ ) ^ог еѵегУ neN. Finally, for every 
i e I , 
lim | | j ^ rnen dju|| = lim \\A rn dju| = 0 . 
n^oo n^oo 
In particular, K(A) є Ж(Е). Hence, K satisfies conditions (a) - (c) of Proposition II..1. 
However, K is not even a (F*)-set. In fact, if e* denotes the wth unit vector in 
L ~ 0i)*> t h e sequence qyn = rne*x belongs to L ^ , /„) Ç ЬДд, |j)*, and £ cpn 
is w.u.c., because for every finite subset o of N, 
|| Z<P"||oo = l • 
nea 
However, (rnen, ірпУ = 1 for every п. • ' 
For reasons of brevity, we shall give the following 
Definition II.3. a) A subset K of Lx(^, E) satisfying conditions (a) to (c) of Proposi­
tion II.1, will be called a pJť-set. 
b) A Banach space E is said to have Property P(^, Ж) if every /i^f-set belongs 
to 3V(Li(pi, £)). 
So, a Banach space E has Property P(fi, Ж) if the natural extension of the charac­
terization of Jf-sets in Lx(^) is valid for L^fi, E). 
Let us notice that if Ж and ^ are two ofthe classes considered in Proposition II.1 
and E is a Banach space with property (Ж, <&), then every ^Ж-веі is a ju^-set. 
Consequently, if E has besides property P(ß, Щ, then Ь
х
(д, E) has property (Ж, &). 
This shows one of the reasons of the interest in knowing when a Banach space has 
Property P(n,&). 
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Proposition II.4. Ifß is purely atomic, every Banach space has Property P(ß, Ж). 
Proof. Let (An) be the countable set ofatoms on which ц is concentrated and write 
k 
Bk = U An. Every /eLi(jU, E) is constant on each An. Hence, if tneAn, the map 
n = l 
fxBk ^+* ( К Л ) Л О ) « - 1 i s a n isometry between the subspace Mk = {fxBk'fe Ьх(р, E)} 
of Li(/i, E) and E\ = (E ф E ® ... 0 £ ) l e 
Let now K be a ^c2f-set and e > 0. As ^(i2 \ Б
л
) tends to 0 when k tends to infinity, 
let us choose a fc e A/ such that 
iü\Bk | | / | | Ф* < г , for every / є К , 
and consider Ke = {fXBk:f^K} = K n M b with the above notations. Then К Я 
s Kß + eB(L^fi,E)) and 0(j<Q £ X ( 4 j x . . . x K(Ak) я É[. But K ( ^ ) x .. . 
. . . x К(А
к
)еЖ(Е\) and so К
Е
єЖ(М
к
) <= tf(LfaE)). Lemma 1.3 (c) proves 
that K € <2f(L^, £)). • 
Corollary II.5. Let Ж and У be any of the classes we have considered in Proposi­
tion ILL For a Banach space E, thefollowing assertions are equivalent: 
a) E has Property (Ж, Щ. 
b) Zi(E) has Property {Ж, Щ. 
oo 
Proof. Let (a„) be а sequence of strictly positive numbers such that £ я„ < oo. 
If we consider the purely atomic finite measure fi on 0*(N) defined by я = 1 
fi(A) = Y.a„ (AsN), 
neA 
then the map 
L^E)sf^{aJ{n))^eh{E) 
is a linear isometry. An appeal to Proposition II.4 ends the proof. • 
Probably all the results collected in the above corollary are known. But also the 
proofs are probably different for each property arising from a concrete choice of Ж 
a n d ^ . 
The only known characterization of a Property P(fi, Ж) is, as far as we know, the 
corresponding to the case Ж = W: 
Theorem IL6. ([12]) A Banach space E has Property P(fi, iF) if and only if 
both E and E* have the Radon Nikodym Property with respect to ц. 
When ^ is the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], the above result was proved indepen­
dently by Ghoussoub and Saab in [14]. 
Theorem II.7. Let jx be a non purely atomic measure. For a Banach space E, 
thefollowing assertions are equivalent: 
i) E contains no complemented copy of lt. 
ii) Every bounded and uniformly integrable subset ofLi(fi, E) is a (V*)-set. 
iii) E has Property P(^, ^ * ) . 
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Proof, i) =>ii): Suppose E contains no complemented copy of ^
 a n ( i let К я 
^ Lj(^, E) be bounded and uniformly integrable. By Lemma 1.2, it suffices to prove 
that T({fn: neN}) is relatively compact, for every sequence (fn) in K and every 
operator Tfrom Li(ju, É) into lx. Let Tbe such an operator and (/„) c K. 
Each /„ is strongly measurable. By the Pettis's measurability theorem ( [ l l ] , 
Th. II.2), we can suppose that there is a separable closed subspace F я E so that 
/„(О) £ i% for every n > 0. Let us define, for every x* є £*, 
||**||, = ||xf,|| = Sup{ |x*(x) | :xeB(F)} ^ ||x*| . 
Hence, for every x є F, x* є £*, we have |**(x)| й \\X*\\F \\x\\-
On the other hand, reasoning as in [3], The. 3.2, we get a-function g: Q ^ £?(E, lt) 
such that: 
i) For every a є c0 and e v e r y / e L ^ , E), the function (gf, a} є Ьх(д) and 
<T(/) ,a> = J < ^ , a > d ^ . 
ii) |g| = \\д(')\\еЬ^) and || \g\ ||oo = ||T||. 
If (en) is the unit basis in c0 and we write gn(co) = en © #(co) є E*, then it turns out 
that each gn is weak* measurable, £ #„(co) is a w.u.c. series in £*, for every œ in £2, and 
oo 
1 |</(e>), ^(a>)>| <; | 0 | (o>) l/(e>)| ^ ||T|| I / H I , 
n=l 
for QvevyfeL^,E). Moreover, by a result of Bessaga and Pelczynski (see [10], 
Ch. V, Th. 10), £* contains no copy of c0 and so every w.u.c. series in E* is norm 
oo 
unconditionally convergent ([ l0] , Ch. V, Th. 8). In particular, £#„(co) converges 
unconditionally in norm. Hence n = 1 
G„(œ) = Sup {|| Y, 9k(œ)\\ : ° - N finite, infa > n} , 
kea 
converges to 0 as n -> oo. Consequently, 
C„(co) = Sup {|| £ gk(co)\\F : o s N finite, infď > n} й Gn(œ), 
kea 
also converges to 0 as n -^ oo. But, because of the separability ofF,each function 
&> *~* || X 0nO**)||F is measurable, and so (C„) is a sequence ofreal measurable functions 
nea 
converging to 0 pointwise. Let £ > 0 and choose ö > 0 such that A є E and ^ A) < ô 
implies 
J^||/(co)|| d^ < ^ p ~ , for every feK . 
By Egoroif's theorem there is an A є I with fi(A) < ö so that (Cn) converges uni­
formly to 0 on Q \ A. Hence, for n, m, p є N there are signs sk = ± 1 such that 
m + p m + p 
I|Ja,ff*>|dAi = Ja ,E^*>dAta 
k = m k = m 
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m + p
 e 
= ІІ
Г1 іл \\fn\\ aß + JfíU ||/J || Z fidili- d^ ^ - + 2 | щ л ||/я|| Cm dß , 
к = m 2 
which can be made less than г taking m large enough. Hence, the set 
{T{L) = (КЛ, <7*> d/Or=! : « є Л/} £ /t 
is relatively compact, q.e.d. 
ii) => iii) is obvious. Finally, suppose E contains a complemented copy of / t . Let 
(x„) be a normalized sequence equivalent to the unit basis of Zl5 spanning a comple-
mented subspace, and let (x*) be the associated functionals, so that £ x* is w.u.c. 
in £*. Since jLi is not purely atomic, reasoning as in [5], Th. 9, we can construct 
a weakly null sequence (r„) £ Li(ja) such that |r„(ct>)| = 1. Now we can proceed as 
in example II.2: The set 
K = {rnxn:neN} c L ^ , E ) 
is bounded and uniformly integrable, and for every A e I, 
lim \\$A rnxn d^|| = lim \\A rn dju| = 0 . 
n -^ oc л ^  oo 
Hence, X is a /^*-se t . But £ r„x* is a w.u.c. series in L t(^, £)* and 
<V« , V * > = Í Ы 2 <*n, x*) dß = fi(Q) , for every n є N . 
So, K is not a (F*)-set .This proves (iii) => (i). • 
Corollary II.8. If L^fi, É) contains an uniformly integrable sequence (/„) equi-
valent to the unit basis of lt and spanning a complemented subspace, then E has 
a complemented copy of l1% 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, the set K = {/„: n e N} can not be a (7*)-set. But if E 
contains no complemented copy of / l9 &(E) = тГ(£) ([3], Cor. 1.5), and so K is 
obviously a jtfT*-set. This contradicts Th. II.7 (if u is non purely atomic) or Proposi-
tion II.4 (if yt is purely atomic). • 
Theorem II.9. Let ji be a non purely atomic measure. For a Banach space Ey 
thefollowing assertions are equivalent: 
i) E contains no copy of І
л
. 
ii) Every bounded and uniformly integrable subset of L^i, E) is weakly con­
ditionally compact. 
iii) Ifp > 1, every bounded subset ofLp(ß, £) is weakly conditionally compact. 
iv) E has Property P{u, iT<#). 
Proof, i) => ii) is Corollary 9 of [8], and (ii) => (iii) follows from the fact that 
a bounded subset of Lp(ju, E) (1 < p < co) is weakly conditionally compact if and 
only if it is weakly conditionally compact in L^fi, E) (see [6], cor. 4). 
Obviously, (ii) also implies (iv). 
The proofs of(iii) => (i) and (iv) => (i) are quite simjlar: suppose E contains a copy 
of / l9 and let (x„) Ç E be a sequence equivalent to the lx unit basis. Hence there 
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exists positive constants m, M such that, for any finite sequence (я
и
) of scalars, 
we have 
w ZH á ІЕ^лІІ = MZkl-
Let (г
и
) be the weakly null sequence in L^fi), with |r„(o>)j = 1, constructed at the 
end of Theorem II.7, and consider the set K = {rnxn: n є N) £ Lp(ß, £) , for every 
1 ^ J? ^ oo. K is obviously bounded and, reasoning as in Theorem II.7, we can 
prove that K is even a jU f^*-set. But for every finite sequence (an) of scalars and every a> 
in Q, 
m
 Z Ы й ||E <Ѵ«И *«|| Ú M Y \a„\ . 
By integration, it follows that (rnxn) is equivalent to the lx unit basis in any space 
Lp(fi, E), 1 ^ p < oo. In particular, K is not weakly conditionally compact. • 
Corollary 11.10. di)IfL^fi, E) contains a uniformly integrable sequence equivalent 
to the unit basis of lu then E contains a copy of Z1# 
b) ([17]) If E contains no copy of / l5 then Lp(fJ.,E) does not contain it either, 
for 1 < p < oo. 
Proof. Completely analogous to that of Corollary II.8. • 
Remark . Condition (i) ofTheorem II.8 is also equivalent to 
(v) Let Ф be a Young's functions such that both, Ф and its conjugated, satisfy 
the (J2)-condition. Then, every bounded subset of L0(fi, E) is weakly conditionally 
compact. 
(See [2] for notations.) The proof is completely analogous. In consequence, we 
can substitute Lp(ii, E) by Ь
ф
({і, E) in corollary II.10(b) (with Ф satisfying conditions 
of (v).) This is Theorem 4 of [2]. 
As for Property P(ju, <2)£P), we have only partial answers: 
Theorem 11.11. Let E be a Banach space. 
a) / / £* has the Schur property, thenfor every ^i, any bounded and uniformly 
subset ofL^i, E) is a Dunford-Pettis set. In particular, E has Property P(fi, Q)gP), 
for every ft. 
b) If E has Property P(^, <30^ for some non purely atomic measure fi, then E 
contains no copy of І
л
. In particular, ifE has the Dunford-Pettis Property, then it 
has Property P(p, Q)0^ if and only if £* is a Schur space. 
Proof, a) The proof is similar to that of Theorem II.7: Let K be uniformly in-
tegrable. According to Lemma 1.2, it suffices to prove that T(K) is relativelycompact, 
for every weakly compact operator T from L^i, É) into c0. Reasoning as in [1] 
Th. 2, for such an operator Tthere is a function g: Q ^ <&(E, c0) so that 
T{f) = S<f,g>dp, forevery feL,(fi,E), 
and, if we put g(co) x = (gn(oS) x), each gn: Q -^ £* is weak* measurable and 
lim gn(co) = 0 in the weak topology of £* for each œ є Q. Hence, if £* is Schur, 
n~* co 
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we have lim ||#n(co)|| = 0 for each œ є Q. Now we can proceed as in theorem II.7 in 
n^>ao 
order to prove that, for every sequence (/„) £ K, {T(fn): n e N} є Jf(c0). 
b) In the proof of (iii) => (i) of Theorem II.9, we showed that for any normalized 
sequence (jc„) Ç E, equivalent to the unit basis of ll9 (rnx„) is alsoequivalenttothe 
unit basis of lt (hence, it is not a Dunford-Pettis set), but however K = {rnxn: n є N} 
is even a juJT-set. • 
Remark . Part (a) ofthe above theorem was proved in [1] (Cor. 4), with a different 
argument. It follows immediately that L^, E) has the Dunford-Pettis property 
when £* is Schur. However, as we mentioned before, in [19] a Schur space E is 
built, such that Lj(A, E) does not have the Dunford Pettis Property (A = Lebesgue 
measure on [0, 1]). On the other hand, Bourgain proved in [9] that L ^ , C(K)) 
and all its duals have the Dunford-Pettis Property. 
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